1. Complimentary Time Extension
In terms of keeping Latin Motion viable, this is our preferred option.
For any Latin Motion student that is happy & financially in a position to continue paying for their
membership during the duration that the school is closed, Latin Motion will happily extend that persons
membership for the duration that the school is closed & grant them with a complimentary time extension at
the end of their membership period for the duration that the school closed. Eg, if the school closes for 3
weeks only, a 3 week time extension will be added to the end of their membership at no charge ensuring
that the student gets the full time duration of their membership they signed up for.

2. Membership Suspension
For the duration that the school remains closed, Latin Motion is happy to suspend anyone's membership
who wishes for their membership to be suspended. The membership will then be renewed once the school
re opens & their membership payment duration lengthened for the duration that the membership was
suspended.

3. Learn Online via Oliverpineda.dance
Latin Motion is home to one of the largest & most prestigious online learning platforms in the world run by
10 x World Salsa Champion Oliver Pineda; www.oliverpineda.dance (OP Dance). Latin Motion is happy to
lower any students subscription to $29 p/month (the price of a one month subscription to OP Dance) for the
duration that LM remains closed. This means that for the duration that classes cease, students will have
access to over 500 videos online in topics such as Salsa, Mambo, Shines, Partner Work, Body Movement,
Musicality, Pachanga, Boogaloo, Zouk & more allowing students the ability to not only practise from home,
but also continue advancing their dance skills. The membership will then revert to its standard rate when the
school re opens.

4. Participate in LM Online classes
While Latin Motion classes are postponed, we will be holding 6 online classes per week through ZOOM.
These weekly classes are complimentary to all our current students and priced at $20 per class for any
students who wish to participate casually.

Please note, Latin Motion wishes to remain as one of the major schools in Sydney & therefore greatly
appreciates the support of our beloved students over this difficult time where possible. For anyone that is
experiencing financial hardship over this time, Latin Motion will adhere to any refund requests however we
would like to please ask that everyone carefully looks at all the options above first.

